
 

 

LABBB Collaborative 
 

Referral Procedures 
 

The following are LABBB Collaborative procedures and guidelines for accepting or denying placement for student 

referrals: 

 

1. Referral packet received from sending district. 

 

2. LABBB Admission Coordinator contacts sending district special educational administrator confirming 

acknowledgment of referral and verification of essential student information and assessments. (Discussion of 

relevant and incidental information of student).   

 

3. Admission Coordinator verifies referral for complete packet of necessary information. This should include: I.E.P., 

most recent three year evaluations, Educational assessments, Vocational assessments, Speech and language 

assessments, Occupational therapy assistants, physical therapy assessments, Psychological/Neuropsychological 

reports, behavioral assessments, and any other assessments related to specific disability such as vision, mobility, 

hearing and behavioral etc.  

 

4. Upon reading and examining relevant assessments,  related material and questioning any incomplete or vague 

information, a call is made to family, legal guardian, court appointed guardian, or group home manager to 

schedule an initial parent visit. 

 

5. LABBB Admission Coordinator schedules parent visit with Program Director.  A sending District representative 

is notified and may be present for visit. 

 

6. Parent visit consists of detailed description of program, program philosophy, educational and curriculum 

descriptions, available services, vocational and recreational opportunities. Parent has opportunity to freely ask 

questions relating to program and services available to their child.  Parent is given tour of building and possible 

appropriate classroom placements.   

 

7. Following program tour with parents an appointment is scheduled for the potential student to visit classroom. 

Student visit will be an opportunity for appropriate staff from program to observe student in a classroom setting 

to determine whether or not the classroom is appropriate.  Admission Coordinator may also request to observe 

child in current educational setting.  

 

8. Upon completion of student visit, a team meeting with Program Director, Program Coordinator, Teacher, 

Specialists, and Clinical Coordinator discuss the appropriateness of student and classroom placement.  

Admissions Coordinator may need to ask sending district for further clarification concerning vague information 

in referral packet that may impact placement in program, i.e. serious behavior incidents.  Program 

Director/Coordinator will communicate with building principal and LABBB district Special education Director if 

there are behavioral or safety concerns about appropriate placement in building.  

 

9. Program Director makes final decision on acceptance or denial of student to the program. Admissions 

Coordinator contacts sending districts Special education administrator. 

 
10.   If sending district and LABBB Collaborative concur on placement, Admission Coordinator sends acceptance 

letter to the respective district Special education Director. 

 

11.  In such a case when the building Principal and the LABBB Program Director do not concur on  student placement 

in LABBB district building, the matter will be brought forth to the LABBB Board of Directors for final decision.  


